« For the ephemeral time we’ve got left to live…
Shouldn’t we be concerned about the future of our humanity? »
« Either we change or we die »
Closing sentence of Peter Joseph (Author of the documentary: ‘Zeitgeist Addendum’) in his interview granted to
Charles Robinson. www.whoispeterjoseph.com
Conspiracy theory?
Easier to stick a label… than to get properly informed…
Probably out of fear of having to question oneself or to confront the necessary changes...
Yet on the contrary of what most ill-informed people think...
To abandon our old beliefs, this monetary system that will quickly become obsolete anyway, open all frontiers, make
available all vital needs for each individual, does not mean losing the current assets and acquisitions nor having to
go back to tilling soil at the sweat of our brow.
Have you seen the ‘Venus Project’ by Jean-Jacques Fresco?
And the documentary by Coline Serreau ‘Think Global Act Rural’?
You ought to watch them or even re-watch them, to really be aware of today’s real possibilities!
No doubt, we are lagging behind our technological know-how …Why is that?
I let you find out by yourself, if not done yet…

Imagine…
Can’t help mentioning John Lennon’s song titled as such, no harm listening to it again…
Imagine that thanks to geothermic energy only, we can today if we want to, store 4.000 years of clean energy!
Thanks to all the new technologies: Propel a train from New York to Peking in only 2 hours’ time without any
pollution nor possible accident… Have no longer one sole injured or dead on the highways (Bad news for the insurers
and bankers…). Have freely available efficient and non-polluting transport means. All of us can live in habitats of an
incredible comfort! Clean water, pure air, healthy foods in abundance. Work tasks in accordance with each one’s
aspirations…
For nobody will ever have to work to be fed, if not to render service to the community and for one’s personal
growth…
In short, living in harmony with our planet and fellow citizens is now possible!

The visionary speech of Charlie Chaplin (here shortened):
In this World there is room for everyone. And the good earth is rich and can provide for everyone.
The aeroplane and the radio have brought us closer together. The very nature of these inventions cries out for the
goodness in men - cries out for universal brotherhood - for the unity of us all.
The misery that is now upon us is but the passing of greed - the bitterness of men who fear the way of human
progress. Let us do away with national barriers - to do away with greed, with hate and intolerance. Let us fight for a
world of reason, a world where science and progress will lead to all men’s happiness.
The hate of men will pass, and dictators die, and the power they took from the people will return to the people. And
so long as men die, liberty will never perish. .....
In the name of democracy, let us all unite!
Let us all unite… cries out Charlie Chaplin…
« Union Makes Strength», Belgium’s national device…
Indeed… But…

… How to unite?
According to me: a waste of time, a rather impossible mission trying to unite in a patriarchal and monogamous
society like ours, as I explain in my previous text: « Confused? Frustrated? ».

To eat bio, vote green, do yoga or meditation… are not enough…
We ought to change our life habits first!
For it is obvious they don’t work, it’s about high time we reconsider our way of life or are we going to carry on
believing in this old heresy of birth in pain?
Carrying on vowing each other best wishes on New Year, slashing champagne, while 40.000 children die each day
out of our indifference…?
How much bloodshed do we still need to change mentalities?
We sole IR-responsible are to be blamed for all our miseries and those of the world!
The current economic system only reflects our possessive, individualistic and selfish love generated by this
monogamous and patriarchal societal concept, which is completely inhumane!
If tomorrow we live in the light of a matriarchal ‘polyamory’ societal concept as proposed by Mother Nature herself
(whom we refuse to listen to…), the monetary system will vanish, having lost its raison d'être.
It probably won’t even be necessary to go through a monetary boycott…

Learn ‘Conviviality', for it is our unique solution!
Anyway most of us are today compelled, to sharing their habitats due to ever increasing rents.
It has nowadays become practically impossible to find in any city of Europe, a rent lower than 300€ per month,
charges included. (At this price you can be satisfied with a pigeon hole…).
Now, if let’s say we gather a hundred people with a rental budget of 300€ each, that means a community budget of
30.000€/month.
For as long as the monetary system lasts, with 30.000€… we could hire a splendid property of a few hundred
hectares perhaps with a castle in the middle…and be able to afford all luxuries per say… Or why not in a convent or
monastery, for they are nowadays all being deserted.
Each one could have its own dwelling, Mongolian yurts for instance all dispersed over the property and in the castle
itself: all the commons like refectory, library, bathrooms, why not: swimming pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, Ping-Pong table…
etc.

Just a short list of some of the certain advantages we’d have living in communities:
-

All the daily chores and housework are significantly alleviated.
All purchases are ordered in gross and given the necessary quantities, can be made delivered.
Majority of fruits and vegetables can be self-grown.
Other staple foods, like bread can be elaborated within the community kitchen facilities.
Third age people won’t have to end their lives in hospices for they can be looked after by the rest of the
community
Parental care of children is shared among all adults

In conclusion, we would by the strength of our communities enjoy greater freedom and autonomy and this even…
without a castle…
And if we can all live out of one same love, without any political or religious impediment, we should then be able to
love one another in the same way and thus no longer feel emotionally neglected or sexually frustrated at any time.
The only hinder to this idea… that is not new… is that is seems almost impossible today due to all the administrative
constraints. In any case, we’d risk being catalogued as a sect.
Having said that…: « Where there is a will, there is a way”.
It’s always a question of number.
If we are an ever increasing number of people demanding laws to be ratified in terms of cohabitation, we’ll end up
getting what we want. That’s one of the priorities I believe we should work upon.
Numerous citizen initiatives are seeing day in every country of the world, eco-villages and eco-cities are popping up
like mushrooms, Auroville in India is undoubtedly today the best example: already 40 years of existence and some
4.000 Aurovillians living in quasi total autarchy of the monetary system, for they have almost become self-sufficient.
It only takes for those already existing communities, to abandon the societal system of their childhood … in order to
really live in harmony and that nobody will ever again be left behind.
When shall we see the first examples of entirely communized and convivial Belgian villages or housing areas?

« Of all the peoples of Gaul, the Belgians are the bravest … »

True or not true… doesn’t really matter… I feel we have as Belgian citizens, an important responsibility for change!
Perhaps a prophetic sentence from Julius Caesar?
Yes, for Belgium since its artificial creation in 1830 has become a very strategic place of the world governance...
Non-Belgian freemasons… having become kings of Belgium… whom have allowed Brussels to become the capital of
Europe, headquarters of NATO, European headquarters of the World Bank, UN, WHO…etc.
Glaxo Smith Kline, world’s major manufacturer of vaccines, 9.000 employees worldwide, 2/3 of the effective, 6.000
people in Wavers (25 km from Brussels), in an industrial compound as well protected as NATO… wired fences,
security guards at all entries, motorized police patrols, hundreds of gyratory surveillance cameras … All this armada
to protect a firm working on the reduction of world population… What’s more the firm seems to be enjoying
enormous tax evasion already denounced in the media, but we continue to let them operate … for the sake of
employment preservation… and certainly bribes …
As a reminder, the Spanish Flu of 1918 claimed more dead in Europe than the 2 World Wars together… between 30
to 80 million dead… (4 years after the fighters of ’14 had all been vaccinated…)
Strange the media never ever talks about it, don’t you think? Whereas soap operas, films, comedies, documentaries
…etc. of the 2nd war are repeatedly being showed. Of this war, still today, people who dare denounce some facts
contrary to the official version … are being arrested for “negation” under the Gayssot Law… The brown plague
(=Nazism) hasn’t ended yet…
Thanks to the last H1N1 mass vaccination, some 900 million people worldwide are today carriers of a cocktail of 3
viruses: Mexican swine flu, Vietnamese bird’s flu and Spanish human flu, all having already proved their efficiency…
The inevitable and irreversible mutation of these 3 viruses in the coming months, years, is to be foreseen… Better
safe than sorry… (It’s never too late to get de-vaccinated!).
And do you know what will happen, the day the World Health Organisation (WHO) will make the declaration of a
world epidemy?
All the member countries of the WHO …practically all the countries of the world… will have to abide by a compulsory
vaccination, as promulgated by “The Special Powers”.
In Belgium “The Special Powers” were signed by the 150 parliamentarians and the King. Did they consult the
population to make such a decision? And do you want to know the worse…
The vaccine that is all set (in Wavers…) to so-say counter the programmed… epidemy… contains a Vero chip, in other
words: an electronic Nano-chip that will be our new identity card…
Info to Muslims: all those who have wanted to go to Mecca in the ultimate years, for the obtainment of their visa,
were imposed the H1N1 vaccination containing the viral root of the swine flu… of course with the complicity of their
well-informed governors or at least who ought to be.
And this Europe that betrays us, let’s not be afraid anymore to talk about it:
www.relay-of-life.org « The Nazi roots of the European Union in Brussels ».
Treaty of Lisbon, legal immunity of pharmaceutical laboratories, Codex Alimentarius … etc.
The aim of this text is not so much to denounce, though still necessary…
But rather to convert our readers, that the change is possible and that each and one of us has its role to play in the
necessary and urgent transformation of our society.
« For the ephemeral time we’ve got left to live…Shouldn’t we be concerned about the future of our humanity? »

« The possible enablement »
“Enthusiasm
recreates!”

Let’s be enthusiastic, for another world is now possible!
It only takes, desire, will or even better said: acceptation!
For in the end love will over win!
All dreams can today be easily fulfilled, for everything is within our reach!
Nothing more is utopian ...Why wait for tomorrow? When time urges…
The governance seems to have accelerated their road map, which is to me an
acknowledgement of their losing pace… It’s high time to accelerate ours!

"If the bee disappears from the surface of the earth (already 80 %...),
man would have no more than four years to live”
'The world will not be destroyed by those who do evil,
but by those who watch them without doing anything' A.Einstein
Extract of the French song « An additional drop » from Keny Arkana
Together, we are the World and the system is nothing!
Sometimes it only takes one more drop to change everything,
Re-balance, make tumble,
No need of much luck –Just, a drop
I’m only just another drop sunk in the ocean who knows that all together,
We could make lots of waves and splash all
Driven by a Wind of Wisdom, coming from heaven, a little more faith
That each link mends and restores the chain
We’ll get there, because we are all an additional drop
And that each drop is important!

So many things to undertake, things to denounce,
We beg you to join our multiple causes,
And to take your own initiatives!
In order to create the necessary awakening!

The number will make the difference!

